
MATRIX- SUPREME SOVIET OF THE SOVIET UNION 

 

1) Dimitri Gobunov- Armenia 

2) Abram Gorchakov- Belarus 

3) Franz Menshikov- Latvia 

4) Grigori Stolypin- Estonia 

5) Nikolai Kalinin- Azerbaijan 

6) Nikita Kosygin- Uzbekistan 

7) Mikhail Malenkov-Moldova 

8) Viktor Fradkov- Georgia 

9) Sergei Yeltsin- Kazakhstan 

10) Aleksei Chuikov- Belarus 

11) Denis Durova-Kyrgyzstan 

12) Ivan Krylov- Ukraine 

13) Peter Minin-Tajikistan  

14) Anikita Sergeyev- Armenia 

15) Vasily Suvorov-Georgia 

16) Gennady Ustinov- Latvia 

17) Eduard Voroshilov- Hungary 

18) Aksel Totleben- Turkmenistan 

19) Cornelius Dubasov- Czechoslovakia 

20) Nikolay Lazarev- Ukraine 

21) Jean de Ushakov- Estonia 

22) Vladmir Zavoyko- Russia 

23) Yevgeny Litvyak- Romania 

24) Nicholas Sergius- Yugoslavia 

25) Semyon Milescu- Bulgaria 

26) Demid Obruchev- Lithuania 

27) Otto Von Zagoskin- Albania 

28) Yuri Rezanov- Uzbekistan 

29) Ernst Laptev- East Germany 

30) Stepan Rusanov- Poland 

 

 

CLARIFICATION OF PORTFOLIOS 
 

Delegates you all represent common people of the Soviet Union. This means that you can 

represent your own personal views on each and every topic in the committee. The locations 

that you have been assigned are just to help you find more specific problems faced by people 

of Soviet Union instead of only thinking of the country as a whole. You are not required to do 

in depth research of your regions.  

  

For example, people from the Baltic states could consider the ethnic differences and bullying 

of ethnic minorities in the Soviet Union and come up with solutions. Similarly, people from 

Ukraine can raise the issue of intentional starvation of people that was carried out by the state 



and decide on how it can be prevented. We don’t expect you to delve further into specific 

regional issues.  

  

People that have been assigned Soviet Satellites can, for example, talk about the causes, 

effects and solutions of problems such as the brutal riot control methods used by the state and 

the oppression of the common people in their region. (Remember that in the committee you 

are still Soviet Citizens that have spent a small portion of your life in your assigned Soviet 

Satellites) 

  

Again, we don’t expect you to know too much about specific locations. They are only given 

to guide you towards additional regional problems instead of just looking at the country as a 

whole. Remember that you don’t have to stick to the ideologies of your particular region (or 

think of them as policies or ideas you have to represent). It will be perfectly fine if you don’t 

bring up your specific locations in the committee. Rather, it will be appreciated if you do so.  
 

 


